
Collated best practices for the Golf Industry in 2020. 
 

Monday 23 March 2020: 
The R&A and Golf Australia: 

EXAMPLES OF NEW LOCAL RULE OPTIONS 

Scoring in Stroke Play, Stableford, Par, and Maximum Score 

In view of concerns about handling and exchanging scorecards, on a temporary basis, 

Committees MAY CHOOSE to allow methods of scoring in stroke play, Stableford, Par, and 

Maximum Score that do not strictly comply with Rule 3.3b, or do not comply with the 

normal methods used under Rule 3.3b. For example: 

• Players may enter their own hole scores on the scorecard (it is not necessary for a marker 

to do it). 

• It is not necessary to have a marker physically certify the player’s hole scores, but some 

form of verbal certification should take place. 

• It is not necessary to physically return a scorecard to the Committee provided the 

Committee can accept the scores in another way. 

 

Flagsticks 

Committees MAY CHOOSE to adopt the following policies: 

• Requiring players to leave the flagstick in the hole at all times. It is a matter for the 

Committee to decide whether it establishes this policy by Local Rule and provides a 

penalty for a breach of the Local Rule. 

• Not have flagsticks at all. 

 

Hole 

Committees MAY CHOOSE to adopt the following policies: 

• Have course staff position the hole liner at a very shallow level so that a ball can easily be 

extracted without touching the sides. A ball at rest in the hole will be considered to be 

holed even if it is not entirely below the level of the hole. 

• Whilst discouraged, it would also be permissible for course staff to position the hole liner 

upside down in the hole so that a part of the liner is above the surface of the hole. The ball 



would be considered to be holed if it hits the liner (we emphasise that whilst this second 

option is permissible, it should only be pursued as a last resort). 

 

Bunkers 

• If rakes have been removed from the course, or if the Committee has requested that rakes 

not be used, it is recognised that bunkers may not be smoothed as effectively as when 

rakes are on the course. But it is recommended that no modification be made to the Rules 

of Golf in such circumstances, and that players be requested to smooth bunkers using their 

feet or a club. However, if this guidance to your members does not prove to be effective, 

Committees MAY CHOOSE to introduce either of the following Local Rule options: 

• Treat all bunkers as ground under repair and in the general area, or 

• Allow preferred lies in bunkers. 

 

In response to the R&A’s announcement, the Chairman of Golf Australia, Andrew Newbold, 

said: 

“The game of golf can offer a level of social engagement which will become 

increasingly important for many Australians. We want to do what we can to enable 

people to be provided with a recreational outlet, especially as concerns around 

mental and physical health will become more prominent. Golf Australia encourages 

every club to take advantage of this temporary flexibility that has been announced 

by the R&A, and to consider options which will ensure the Rules are not acting as a 

barrier to people getting out and enjoying the game.” 

Friday 20 March 2020: 
From WCGCMA: 

• The clubhouse, including all other facilities at Clubs where liquor is sold and/or 
consumed, must close at 18:00 from Monday to Saturday and at 13:00 on Sundays 
and Public holidays. 

• The maximum amount of people that are at any one time in the clubhouse, or any 
other facility where liquor is sold and/or consumed, must be limited to 50. 

• Should your club have facilities where you serve and or consume no liquor, i.e. 
conference rooms, outdoor areas, etc. the maximum amount of people that are 
permitted to congregate, assemble or gather be limited to 100. 

• Keep you golf course open for play but use a “one-tee start” and advise players your 
clubhouse will not be open after 18:00 or after 13:00 as applicable.  

 

Thursday 19 March 2020: 
From PGA of GB & I: 



• Plan ahead 

•  Make it a priority to bring together a senior staff group 

•  Draw up a comprehensive risk register across your facilities 
o Unlike the overall Disaster Management Plan, the Risk Register is a more 

specific document aimed at identifying potential risks and detailing what steps 
you have taken to prevent them. At a golf facility, examples of risks could be: 

▪ Loss of revenue due to reduced green fees 

▪ Drop in membership levels due to forced closure of the club 
▪ Damage to the golf course due to reduced maintenance 

▪ Disruption with supply chains 

▪ Staff not being paid 
 

• Upskill the team on alternative key roles and tasks 

• Upskill a team of volunteers in case the above team also goes down 

• Buddy up with another local club 

• Share all risk issues and solutions so we can all evaluate our own plans 

 

• Pecanwood Golf Club will be doing a video recorded prizegiving. 
 

From PGA of GB&I - Policy on running Tournaments during the Coronavirus outbreak: 

Clubhouse and Facilities 

• Closure of all but essential use of the clubhouse, i.e. allow access to toilet facilities only. 

• Allow changing of shoes in car park. 

• Locker room should be closed to avoid players being in close proximity to each other. 

• Closure of any driving ranges to avoid cross contamination with practice balls range baskets. 

• Closure of practice putting green to assist with social distancing. 

• Availability of hand sanitisers throughout any facilities that remain open (starting tee, toilets, 
tournament van, by any doorways etc) 

• Airline for cleaning shoes following the round should be closed 

• Staff to regularly disinfect surfaces of the tournament van or areas where staff are working 
out of and any contact points (several times a day) 

• If not using the tournament van, find a suitable location either away from the clubhouse or an 
area of the clubhouse rarely used to work out of (outside if weather dependant). Use dongles 
for internet access if required. 

Tee Times 

• Avoid shotgun starts 

• For pro only events, consider reducing the group size by playing in two balls (as opposed to 3) 
should this be possible with host golf club.  

• Increase the starting gap of all groups to a minimum of 12 minute intervals or more where 
possible. 

 

Starting and Branding 

• No starter on the tee. Players to commence play themselves at allotted time. 



• Pin sheets and local rules to be emailed out to players 

• Starters brief in paper format to be placed on the tee 

• Scorecards to be left in a box on the tee 

• No branding except for a clock for starting tee to minimise players and staff touching 
equipment 

• No leaderboards to avoid regular touching of numbers/name strips. 
 

Social 

• Common courtesies, handshakes and other embraces associated with the etiquette of the 
game, should be avoided. 

• No prize presentations 

• No Registration desk - Instead there is a function on BlueGolf where the pros can click a 
button to register on their phone.  

• Restrict any spectators/family members from attending the tournament. 

• Adopt model local rule H1 and prohibit any caddies from being used. 

 

Recording 

• Box to be placed near 18th green for scorecards to be submitted rather than an official 
recording area. This would be the point at which the scorecard is officially deemed returned. 

• Staff to use disposable PPE gloves to handle scorecards for input into BlueGolf. 

• Note: Currently exploring the possibility of utilising electronic scoring through BlueGolf 
whilst complying with the Rules of Golf 

 

On the Course 

• Any drinking fountains, ball cleaners to be taken out of play by course greenkeeping staff 

• No divot bags provided 

• Insist on social distancing throughout the course including on the teeing grounds and putting 
greens. 

• Recommend that flagsticks are always left in the hole and not removed or tended. 

• Recommend that for players that can’t contribute to the team score on any given hole, that 
they do not hole out and instead pick up (as well as improving pace of play!) 

• Rakes should be removed and players advised to rake bunkers with their club or feet as best 
as possible. 

• Restrict use of buggies to only 1 person. 
 

Communication 

• As players should be advised to avoid the tournament van, any notices should be emailed 
out as opposed to printed on paper. 

 

Withdrawals 

• The age profile of team members must be borne in mind. We must also consider their recent 
travel history. It is recommended to have a number of reserves in place of both amateurs 
and pros in the event of teams or team members withdrawing from the event due to ill 
health or health concerns. 



• Refunds on entry fee are to be provided for anyone withdrawing due to being affected by 
Coronavirus (contracted/self-isolating/at risk category/aged 70+). No medical 
documentation will be required, a phone call followed by an email from the player to 
confirm their withdrawal and the reasons. 
 

 

 

Wednesday 18 March 2020: 
From the PGA of America: 

• Convene or form a facility safety committee.  All face-to-face and meetings should 
follow social distancing suggestions.  Hold these meetings in bigger rooms where the 
team is standing apart from one another. 

• Suggest screening staff each day.  Staff members with flu-like symptoms should be 
asked to go home. 

• Appoint one facility team member to be the point of contact regarding questions or 
concerns for Covid-19. 

• Send a notice to membership/guests regarding Covid-19 concerns and actions taken.  
This includes CDC best practices the facility is following and notification that the facility 
is closely monitoring and following all restrictions imposed by federal, state, and local 
governments. 

• Send a notice to facility employees regarding Covid-19 concerns and actions taken.  
This includes CDC best practices the facility is following and notification that the facility 
is closely monitoring and following all restrictions imposed by federal state, and local 
governments. 

• Have antibacterial wipes available on golf carts 

• Walking to be encouraged 

• Caddies to wear gloves and not touch grips 

• Employers should consider laundering uniforms so as not to rely on staff. 

• Consider remote check in. 

• Golfers should be asked if they would to be paired together, not forced to be paired 
together.  Smaller groups other than foursomes should be allowed. 

• A “gimme” circle painted around the cups (2 feet) to allow to pick up versus put their 
hand in the cup to retrieve their ball. 

• Practice facility set up should be at every other spot and people may have to wait.  
Same with lessons.  Instructors/coaches should tell their students that they will have 
a minimum of 10 feet of social distance or a private area for instruction (golf lessons 
should not be impacted as these are single transactions and adequate spacing is easily 
provided.) 

• Offer full cancellation credits for use at your facility in the future. 

Do what is right.  Treat people the way you want to be treated.  Your business will be much 
more profitable long term if you work with your clients in these troubling times. 



 

Tuesday 17 March 2020: 
From CMASA: 

As a recreational sport, Golf is one of the few activities where close and direct contact with 
your fellow players are not necessary. In fact, it is played outdoors and has “natural social 
distancing” built in.  Golf is therefore ideally suited to assist people during these times to 
interact socially, whilst at the same time, avoid direct contact. Golf courses furthermore 
provide a safe environment for people to individually run, cycle and exercise in the outdoors 
and in doing so, avoid close or direct contact.  

Arrival and security: 

• Security guards to be issued with clear signage to motorists that they will only scan 
the license number of the motor vehicle displayed on the outside of the window and 
verify the vehicles number plate. 

• Deploy a ‘’Welcoming marshal” at the front entrance of the Club indicating to the 
people to walk straight through to the pro shop and golf course, use the “elbow 
shake” and make use of hand sanitizers provided. 

• Pro shops to set up alternative pay points where possible, perhaps divide payment 
from members, where information is readily available, and non-members, where 
more information are usually captured. 

• Everyone reminded again not to shake hands or hug.  

Golf course 

• One-tee start only, to stagger golfers using Clubhouse facilities, arrivals, etc.  
• Caddies told to carry bags but stay outside 5m radius of players and leave bag next 

to ball and move aside. Only player to handle his/her clubs. Same message conveyed 
to those golfers who hire caddies.  

• “Tee marshal”/starter, keeps his/her distance and remind people to keep a safe 
distance from each other, don’t “high five”, keep the flag in the hole whilst putting 
and don’t rake bunkers. 

• Course personnel to appoint personnel to continuously rake bunkers. 
• Dedicated course personnel (2) appointed to continuously rake bunkers.  
• All players in carts asked not to share a cart and reduce cart costs to encourage 

individual use of carts.  

Clubhouse 

• Hand sanitizers to be provided at convenient places and at every door that needs to 
be opened or closed. 

• Only paper towels for hand washing in locker rooms. 



• Reduce lounge and serving areas layout by removing some furniture. This will create 
more space between tables. Use all areas in Club to remove close contact between 
patrons. 

• Serving personnel limited to essential. 
• No self-service at bar, restaurant and halfway-house. 
• Serving personnel as well as kitchen personnel must all wear gloves and face masks. 
• Hand-wash schedule and report on all service personnel and kitchen staff to be kept 

by Manager on duty. Every 30 mins hand wash.  
• Continuous desanitizing of clubhouse throughout the day, particularly in high-touch 

areas. 
• People should be encouraged not to use the locker-rooms. 
• Desanitize locker rooms every hour and showers after use. 
• Limit corporate days and events as far as possible. 
• Avoid prize-giving ceremonies on member days. 

Communication 

• Get your Committee fully behind your Club’s response. 
• Send out a communique to members declaring your Club’s response and keep them 

updated with weekly news on any incidents, loss of income and general news at the 
Club. 

• If supported by Committee, communicate with broader community to invite use of 
golf course as safe area for individuals to exercise outdoors.  

 

Monday 16 March 2020: 
For the golfer: 

• Skip the locker room. 

• Keep hand sanitizer or something similar in your golf bag. 

• Practice social distancing. 

• Wipe down golf cart and golf bag handles. 

• Leave the cell phone in the golf bag and do not place within golf cart. 

For the Golf Club: 

• Welcome the golfer to the facility with some hand sanitizer. 

• Implement increased sanitation measures across the facility. 

• Ensure tables are more spread out to allow for the required space between people. 

• No self-service meals. 

• The biggest risk times are before and after the round of golf and therefore other 
methods of food and drink distribution should be considered. 

For the PGA Teaching Professional: 



• Communicate with your database. 

• Implement and share some guide points for your students. 

• Do away with group coaching for a period. 

• Ensure any equipment suitably sanitized. 


